
Advance into Fallujah by Roger Burley 
 
The Marines of 3rd Battalion / 1st Regiment’s mission in Operation Vigilant Resolve was 
to establish a blocking position in the northwest corner of Fallujah between the river and 
the railroads station.  The Jolan district is an insurgent stronghold and would be cleared 
by other Marine, Army and Iraqi Army units.  The 3/1 was the anvil against which the 
other forces hammered the insurgents.  Intelligence assets identified several IED and 
VBIED factories within Fallujah and IEDs were a real and growing threat.  They were to 
advance to investigate a Mosque suspected of being a weapons cache and setup blocking 
positions to the north and west. 

 
Two squads of Marines accompanied by a M1 tank split 
into 5 fire teams to clear the buildings as they proceeded 
towards the Mosque.  The first team (SGT Roman) took the 
large compound to the west with the tank in close 
attendance.  The only life in this section of town appeared 
to be a single individual looking at the tank from a two 
story building on the next street.   
 
Given the distance from the start line, the fire teams would arrive separated by time with 
most arriving from the north or west.  One team had to circle around a large open area 
and would approach from the south. 
 
The Marines could come from the north, west and south side of the board. 



The insurgents were ready for the Marines.  They had planted two IEDs, one in the large 
open area west of town, hoping to catch a maneuvering vehicle or group of Marines 
crossing the field.  The other was just outside the Mosque to the northwest at the base of 
the wall across the street.  Although, damage to the Mosque was probable, the insurgents 
wanted to slow any approach deeper into the Jolan district to the east.  The crossroads to 
the west was covered by an RPG. 

 
Once the direction of the infidels’ approach was known, reinforcement would be called to 
help repel them.  Each of the groups had 5 fighters, but no heavy weapons except the 
LMG and RPG in the two groups on the board at the start. 
 
The insurgents could enter on the north, east, and south side of the board. 
 
The lookout reported the presence of the tank and the approach from the west and north 
of small groups of infidels.  The M1 fired its coaxial MG at the insurgent and he dropped 
to the rooftop, broken and did not reappear.  
 
Roman's team rounded the compound corner and 
quickly headed for the corner building.   

 



The tank continued on and met 
the second team (SGT Jordan) 
approaching the other end of 
the compound. 
 
Being wary of snipers, the M1 
entered the board and stayed 
buttoned.  The commander 
(SGT Parson) used his 
independent sight to search for 
insurgents.  Until they got out 
from behind the wall to the 
right the gunner’s sight picture 
was restricted  
 
 
Roman's team entered and 
cleared the corner house, then 
prepared to breakout into the 
courtyard after checking out of 
the windows and cracking the 
door open. 
 

The third group of insurgents, led by 
Khadim, entered on the right of the 
main north-south road, making it to the 
low wall in several bonds. 
 
The Marine fire team (CPL Fiske), 
approaching from the south, decided to 
lay low as they spotted two other 
groups making their way north towards 
the Mosque. 

As part of the insurgent group crossed the road at 
the other end, the M1 burst out from behind the 
wall and caught two insurgents in the road.  
Alerted by the fire team point man, the tank 
started to rotate its turret as the main gun cleared 
the corner.  The coax MG fired and struck down 
one insurgent.  The other dropped to the ground 
stunned. 

 
 
 
 
 
The tank continued to roll into the roadway. 
 



The fifth member of the Khadim's group looped to 
the right and moved up on the right side to the 
first building.  Although he could see the tank, he 
could not do anything but watch. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Roman's Marines moved across the 
large walled compound to the building 
diagonally across, checking the windows 
prior to entry. 
 
 
 
 
The tank moved out fully into the street 
and the Marines followed.  The tank 
searched for targets in the surrounding 
buildings, which allowed Jordan's Marines 
to cross the street. 
 
 
 
 

 
The fourth insurgent group, led by Najib, 
entered to the left of the road, which was 
sheltered by a wall.  They moved up rapidly 
on the left, skirting the buildings to gain 
positions in the center of the board. 

 
The third group (SSGT Marco) of Marines 
entered on the east of the road and hugged 
the wall, moving south on the east side of 
the second large compound. 
 
The Roman's Marines slowly checked the 
large compound and entered the corner 
building.  They suspected the building 
across the street was a strongpoint. 



 
The two insurgents from Khadim's group cut 
down in the street started to roll towards the 
edge of the road and the low wall beyond.  
With the "encouragement" of Khadim, the 
stunned insurgent recovered, and with 
another insurgent started to move up toward 
the strongpoint at the intersection.  Khadim 
quickly followed after the insurgent shot in 
the street died.  The other member was on 
the right of the road and Khadim told him to 
make his way to the north and cover the 
right side. 

 
 
 
 
Roman's team entered the corner building, clearing 
the first room and moving cautiously into the front 
room that faced the street. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Across the street, Najib and his best two fighters 
raced ahead to cover the corner house.  His 
veteran fighter quickly moved forward and up 
the stairs to the rooftop (two actions to the top - 
indicated by the dice.) 
 
 

 
 
The other two fighters were to cover 
the flanks and then move up into the 
first building. 
 
 
Khadim and two fighters were moving 
along the other side of the wall 
towards the two buildings and the low 
wall that connected them. 
 
 



Across the east-west street from the Mosque, three members 
of SGT Jordan's team crouched and looked for any 
movement in the windows facing them.  They planned to 
suppress any insurgents in the mosque and then rush the 
building.  The other two members of the team were strung 
out behind them.  One of them spotted a silhouette at the 
window to the right that from his angle also looked through 
the open front doors of the mosque behind it.  All three fired 
at the windows facing north.   
 

 
The insurgents inside were 
momentarily suppressed; Jordan 
and two Marines started around 
the low wall towards the 
mosque.  As the first Marine 
stepped fully around, he was met 
by machine gun fire from the 
roof of the mosque.  The first 
Marine around the wall was hit multiple times 
and collapsed forward out of reach of SGT 
Jordan.  The Marine following Jordan turned and 
fired at the windows again not realizing the fire 
was from above.  That quickly changed when the 
rear guard was also cut down by the next volley 
from the LMG.  Both Jordan and the other team 

member engaged the machine gunner.  The gun stopped firing - both Marines got solid 
hits and the gunner was incapacitated and slid part way down the stairs he was standing 
on.  "The Gunny is going to have my a--" thought Jordan for not waiting for the team to 
move up and the other teams to move up and coordinate the assault.  The other Marine at 
the wall was also swearing at his weapon that had jammed during the engagement.  
Jordan was now on defense. 

In the center of town, Najib's fighters 
spotted movement in the windows, just 
as one of the fighters reached the 
rooftop.  Najib and the fighter at the 
bottom of the stairs fired into the 
windows, pinning one of the Marines 
and forcing the others to duck down.   
 
 
 

 
The M-1 spotted an insurgent on the roof and fired the coaxial MG at him, causing him to 
make a morale save and hesitating before he appeared again.   
 
 
 



To the south, the last insurgent group led by Qazi 
rushed onto the board on the east of the curvy 
road and directly towards the mosque where small 
arms fire could be heard and shortly where smoke 
could be seen rising.   
 
 
 
 
 

Jordan tossed one of his smoke grenades at the mosque 
wall, but it hit right between both windows, obscuring 
neither.  Just not Jordan's day! 
 
 
 
The center of town developed into a small firefight as Marco's team tried to cross the 
road using the tank as cover.  Insurgent fire from the strongpoint and along the road was 
mostly ineffective, but the last Marine to cross was clipped and fell in the street, where he 
lay as Marco and the tank moved forward.  
After engaging the insurgent several times 
with the coaxial MG, Parson was tired of 
playing "Whack-a-Mole" and told the 
gunner to use the main gun to swat the fly.  
The next time a head appeared over the 
rooftop wall, the gunner did just that.  But 
to less effect than he thought.  Although, 
the insurgent was hit, the round impacted 
just inches below the top of the wall, 
blowing a hole in it, but causing little 
damage to rest of the building, even 
missing an insurgent cowering against the 
rooftop far wall.  (Dice indicates reload in 
progress.) 
 
CPL Fiske, finally entered from the south and approached the same low wall as Khadim 
did earlier.  This entry area was bad for both sides as several members of Qazi's group 
spotted them in the open.  As with most firefights to this point, the insurgents engaged 
using 2-3 round bursts instead of full auto "spray and pray."   
 

 
 
Three insurgents (one in the mosque 
window carefully took aim and fired 
at the approaching infidels. 
 
 
 



 
CPL Fiske was the first to fall and although the other 
three made the wall, the next volley killed the Marine 
nearest the corner with an aimed shot at his head.  
The veteran Marine made his morale roll and the 
Green Marine, who just joined the team was 
galvanized (rolled Hero morale) and continued to fire 
back at the attackers, disregarding the bullets flying 
around him or the veteran crouching next to him. 
 
 
 
 
In the center of the board, the tank continued to reload 
while Parson tried to figure out what other surprises 
the insurgents had for the Marines and hoped the 
marines would spot any IED that he was sure had to 
be planted at the intersection to his front. 
 
 

 
On the west, GYSGT Ronson moved his team up to the wall surrounding the largest 
compound.  Two of Roman's Marines moved to the west into the center of the large 
courtyard and then towards the arched opening in the south wall.  Ronson's point man 
glanced around the corner to see where the firing was coming from and spotted Najib and 
his fighter in the open. 

Two of Khadim's fighters reached the 
southwest building and started up the stairs.  
Also Sami and two fighters exited the 
strongpoint to take up positions at the corner 
wall.  This left only the RPG fighter in the 
building.  His focus was on the door across the 
street (Fire Zone) if it started to open, he 
would blow it open. 



 
 
The point-man and Ronson eased out 
around the corner and took out Najib and 
his fighter from the flank. 
 
The fighters at the wall corner and atop the 
building to the south returned fire, but by 
then Ronson and his point had moved back 
around the corner.  Sami returned into the 
building to lend direction to the RPG to 
take the tank if it proceeded into the 
intersection. 

 
Near the mosque, Qazi sent two fighters 
back towards the garage to the south to hold 
the building.  He sent his veteran fighter to 
the southeast corner of the mosque to cover 
the east approach. From inside the mosque, 
Shaheen told him about the infidels to the 
north and the loss of the LMG. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
In the center Marco moved through the 
smaller compound and realized that he was a 
man short.  He moved up to clear and secure 

the corner building at the intersection, 
before he sent a Marine back to find 
the lost man.  Maybe he fell in the 
entry building or spotted something 
coming up from behind. 

 
 



 
Across the street Khadim's veteran fighter 
Dawlat moved into the building between the 
two roads to the south and waited in 
ambush. 
 

 
 
To the north the final set of Marines came on 
the board, Lt. Kruger and his command group 
approached the corner building initially 
entered by SGT Roman. 
 
 
 
 
At this point the game ended. 
 
The Marines lost 5 men of about 23 and 2 Marines were cutoff to the south. 
No IEDs were identified which stymied the tank from proceeding. 
The Marines held the two walled compounds to the north, but open ground prevented 
further advancement.  Lt. Kruger was considering an air strike to dislodge the insurgents 
from the center of town.  Bombing the Mosque was against his ROE. 
 
The insurgents lost 5 of 25 men. 
They held strong positions in the center of town and Mosque against an infantry attack 
and could withdraw to the south and east.   
 
Lesson Learned: 
 
Aimed fire is effective out beyond effective full-auto range.  Several of the kills on both 
sides were from this tactic. 
 
Hidden placement of IEDs presents an effective deterrent to US movement.  As opposed 
to placing number markers and recording the "live" ones.  This prevents an opponent 
from figuring out a safe path through and around the IEDs. 
 
Urban combat includes the vertical axis and restricted views. 
 
If the RPG had fired in the house, the back blast would have killed any other insurgents 
in the building and may have "brought the house down" literally. 
 




